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Why You Need FreeShield [click here]

How Does FreeShield Work? [click here]

1. Cell phones and other wireless and electronic devices
are extremely useful. Ever wondered how you could live
without your favorite device?

You might be questioning whether FreeShield is a hoax
or if the friend who sent you this is playing a joke on you.

2. Cell phones also emit Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs)
which can be harmful to the human body. Strong evidence links regular cell phone use with anxiety, depression,
infertility, brain damage, and even cancer.
3. EMF neutralizing technologies offer the best of both
worlds– the convenience of modern technologies, while
reducing their harmful effects.
Visit FreeShield.net for further information, including
scientific research, case studies, videos and links to other
inexpensive EMF-neutralizing devices and EMF meters.

How to Test FreeShield [click here]
Many ways exist to detect the effects of EMFs, including:
1. SAR (Standard Absorption Rate) testing is extremely
expensive and only measures effects of radio frequencies.
2. Infrared Thermography may be a more meaningful
testing method, since cell phones also emit microwaves.

In order to validate FreeShield technology, there is obviously a lot of explaining to do. Therefore, we go into
great detail on our web site explaining how it works.
The short answer is that FreeShield uses advanced
geometry & frequency equations to create a full spectrum
vibration, which helps harmonize & neutralize harmful vibrations such as those emitted from cell phones.

How to Use FreeShield [click here]
1. Print this file out using your best print quality settings
available. Cut out the “FREESHIELD.NET” strip below.
Fold the strip with printed sides facing out, to the size of a
single FreeShield, which will make it four layers thick.
(This technology is more effective and provides more
protection the thicker it is. Use more than four if desired.)
2. Remove the battery cover from your device and place
FreeShield on top of your battery, trimming as needed.
(Find iPhone and other applications at FreeShield.net.)

3. Replace the battery cover and enjoy your newly-shielded
3. Applied Kinesiology (or muscle biofeedback) is a free
device. Try the cool tests found at FreeShield.net to put
EMF detection technology that uses the world’s most soyour skepticism to rest and share this FREE technology
phisticated computing device, the human body, for feedwith your friends!
back. Applied Kinesiology is so simple to learn and master
that you’ll move from student to teacher within minutes.
Pay it Forward [click here]
You’ll have FUN testing FreeShield with others. The
looks of disbelief are priceless as your friends prove strong
with FreeShield and weak without it. Expect skepticism until
after you repeatedly demonstrate its effectiveness. And
yes, FreeShield even stands up in double-blind trials.

FreeShield is a humanitarian project, established by
CraigBrockie.com with the intention of making a positive
impact in the lives of as many people as possible.

Please “Pay it Forward” by sharing this technology. Thanks
in advance for forwarding this file to your friends by email.
Your friends will soon be thanking you for helping them
The third page is a complete sheet of FreeShield strips you
shield themselves from the harmful effects of EMFs.
can use to GIVE AWAY and use to shield your cordless
Watch a FREE demonstration video and find more infor- phones, pagers, alarm clocks and other electronic devices.
mation about EMF testing technologies at FreeShield.net. Make a difference by emailing this file to friends!
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One thing you might find curious is how FreeShield
technology works even when hidden away behind
FreeShield is the smallest product in a line of amazing
your
cell phone battery cover, case or skin. To answer
technologies that utilize advanced geometry and frethat
question,
we must realize that what humans can
quency equations to generate what inventor Cory Herter
see
is
only
a
very
small fraction of the total light specrefers to as a “Perfect Wave”. A Perfect Wave is a full
trum.
spectrum vibration which is able to help harmonize
and cancel out harmful vibrations, such as those emit- A good analogy to consider is that of a high-pitched
canine whistle that dogs can hear clearly, but we canted by cell phones.
Cory’s unique mathematical research uncovered that not. Similarly, although you may have placed the technology out of sight, it’s really only dark in terms of our
not only do different colors yield different frequencies,
perception. The vast majority of the total light spectrum
but the same is true of angles. So by using a diverse
combination of colors and angles in his design, a very is still interacting with the technology and creating the
Perfect Wave and its EMF-neutralizing effects.
broad frequency range is achieved.

What is FreeShield & How Does it Work?

Is it Advanced… or Sacred Geometry?

What Else Do I Need to Know?

“Crossing the Event Horizon” explains the significance
of geometry in a very entertaining and easy to understand way. Haramein also presents a compelling and
complete unified field theory (or theory of everything),
that fulfills a challenge that has eluded the greatest
physicists, mathematicians & philosophers of recorded
history.

Be sure to visit LoveMicro.com or gMicros.com to
download a FREE 7x7 inch `Tester’ that you can use
for larger applications. Print as many copies as you like!

To balance and stabilize the very broad frequency range In working with Cory Herter and thoroughly researching and testing his products, I’ve learned that the pogenerated by the diverse combination of angles and
tency of his L.O.V.E.tm technology is dependent on the
colors, Cory also integrates what is known as sacred
amount used. I’ve purchased over 100 cases of Cory’s
geometry into his designs. If the word “sacred” distresses you in any way, feel free to call it advanced ge- high-end product and have tested it both personally
and with dozens of test subjects. The results are clear,
ometry. Based on today’s mainstream level of technothe more you use, the stronger the effects are and it’s a
logical understanding, both terms are accurate.
linear relationship. For instance, if you’re using one
You might have first heard of sacred geometry and
case, it takes another case to double the strength. And
Cory’s technology when they were featured on the hit
if you’re already using 10 cases, it takes another 10
MTV show, “Rob and Big”. Pro skateboarder Rob
cases to double the strength.
Dyrdek likes this technology so much that he dedicated
an entire episode to what he popularized as “Sacred G”. Not all phones are the same and some individuals are
more sensitive than others. If you don’t currently suffer
Click here to watch this episode.
obvious symptoms from cell phone use, then one or two
We find sacred geometry in the symbolism of Freemastrips of FreeShield technology may be all you need.
sonry and ancient civilizations, as well as many reliPeople who are more sensitive to EMFs may require
gious icons, and the works of Leonardo Da Vinci.
several strips of FreeShield or may wish to use a comVisit these two links to gain a basic understanding:
plementary EMF-shielding technology as well. In this
• Sacred Geometry – A brief introduction to sacred
regard, you have many options available. SafeSpace
geometry, including the basics structures
makes an excellent cell phone product that I’ve used for
• The Flower of Life – An ancient design of great sig- years. Using more of Cory’s technology may also prove
nificance; very similar pattern to FreeShield
helpful to you. An entire line of sacred geometry apparel, mugs, coasters and mouse pads are also now
If you want to know more about this fascinating field of
available to assist you in neutralizing EMFs.
geometry, Nassim Haramein in his breakthrough DVD,

Again, the use of sacred geometry in FreeShield ensures that the full spectrum frequency generated is not
only all inclusive, but also balanced and stable.

Put a few ‘Testers’ under your pillow tonight and in
the morning you’ll better understand what this technology is really about. You’ll soon be experiencing fantastic dreams, improved mental clarity and less stress as
Cory’s amazing technology neutralizes your own “bad”
frequencies and boosts you with good vibrations.
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This page provides two great FreeShield sizes to fit almost any cell phone or device.
Please Pay it Forward by printing several copies of this page to share FreeShield with Friends!
For more information, refer to page one and two of this file and visit www.FreeShield.net
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